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NomencLature

a) GeneraL SymboLs.

t time

~(t) =~ r{t) a dot denotes the derivative wi th respect
to time

~ a bar denotes the ampLitude of an osciLLogram

k,D compLete eLLiptic integraLs

~~ their argument

b) SymboLs of the SweLL.

c) SymboLs of the Ship.
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Length and height of waves

period of waves

orbitaL vector, orbitaL radius

orIDIDtaL anguLar velocity

gravitationaL acceLeration vector

-2
981 cm sec, its Length

resuLtant acceLeration vector

angLe between -ilJ(t) and ~
= dimensionsLess

acceLeration normaL to wave surface.

active or reactive ph~se components with
respect to ship's motion

a constant making the mean normaL
acceLeration vanish

unit vector in the direction of ship's mast

ship' s ro LLang Le, measured between 4# (t) a.nd-<JJ

ship's roLL angLe, measured between m,(i)ancl-<J'(t)

righting arm or potentiaL energy of heeL

end of stabiLity range

ship's roLL period

period or circuLar frequency of free roLL in
caLm water, the pLot is caLLed "SkeLeton curve
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w CTs)
]) (~ ) )) (Tw) t]) (k))

P
B

ship's moment of inertia ihcluding virtual
masses of water

ship's damping coefficient

dimensionsless damping coefficient

ship's weight

breadth of ship
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metacentric height
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-«(r)
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c

dimensionless period or phase integral of free rol
free roll

dimensionless mean kinetic energy

form factor of roll oscillogram

phase of roll oscillogram

its reciprocal phase velocity of it

of phase velocity
ratio of non-uniformity

phase of energy ocillogram or phase lag

dimensionless potential heel energy

moments neither active nor reactive to the
ship's motion

a constant denoting the stability of roll
states.
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Footnotes

1)Physicist, Institut für Schiffbau der Universität Hamburg,

(Director Professor Dr.-Ing. G. WeinbLum), Germany. -

The investigations were supported by the Office of

NavaL Research, Washington, D.C. The treatise in German

was translated by Dr. K. HasseLmann. Copies of the author's

manuscript are avaiLabLe at the Institut für Schiffbau.

2)Numbers in square brackets refer to the bibLiogrophy at

the end of this paper.

3)For instpnce, the periods of free roLL can thus be approxi-

ma ted wi th an error Less than 1% at amp Li tudes lf-<:.0,7 lJJR

for the foLLowing righting-armcurves:

h'(Y') = h",.,. 51/,
~: I _

h I'j/) = N.G .

r -[1-(i;,)}
,. hll[Cr) = 110G-r .}1-(:;)7 Cl/JriO'nff otk/v':).

4)EqUations Nr. 36 - 40 have been canceLLed in the trans-

Lated version.

5)In case of muLtipLe resonance (T /T = 3, 4, 5 etc.) the
s w.

roLL numbers satisfying condition (2) wouLd be even grea-

ter (R = 15, 20, 25, etc.).

6) use
ALthough the simuLtaneousrDf the symboLs D(T ) and D(w )

w
is not correct; there is no fear of ambiguity as the for-

muLae wiLL be used aLternativeLy.

7) D _ 1

-::-7
k

function D(Ts) !

. (K - E), not to be confused with the damping
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RoLL Resonanee in a Transverse SweLL

By Dr. Hellmut H. E. Baumann
1)

1. Introduetion

It is known that the roLL periods of dangerous ship

motions differ onLy sLightLy from the eorresponding

naturaL periods at the same ampLitude. In these re-

sonanee eonditions the damping dissipation i8 baLanced

by the energy periodieaLLy imparted to the ship by the

waves. The period of the oneoming waves need hereby

not nesessariLy eoineide with the roLL period of the

ship. .A ship in a seaway is subjeeted to both vertieaL

and horizontaL aLternating aeeeLerations, and in ~

transverse sweLL we ean distinguish between two types

of possibLe roLL motions eorresponding to the different

~eehanisms of energy transfer from these two eomponents.

The roLL motion generated by the aLternating horizontaL

aeeeLeration eomponent, i.e. the periodie variation of

the statie equiLibrium position, we shaLL term in the

foLLowing roLL states of the first kind. In thie ease,

apart from "muLtipLe resonanees", the roLL per iod of

the ship is equaL to the period of the oneoming waves.

The possibiLity of the oeeurenee of muLtipLe resonanees,

i.e. resonanee between the sweLL and a higher harmonie

of the roLL oseiLLogram (whieh for Larger ampLitudes is

no Longer sinusoidaL) wiLL not be eonsidered nearer here.

For the ease of equaL roLL and wave periods, we shaLL de-

termine the response eurves and their regions of stabiLi-

ty for aLL roLL ampLitudes, assuming a damping moment

on the frequeney and proportionaL to the anguLar veLoeity.

A simpLe method of eontrueting the eurves graphieaLLy

wiLL aLso be given.
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We shaLL term the (hitherto rather negLected) motions

generated by the periodic verticaL acceLeration, which

is equivaLent to a periodic variation of the ship~s

weight,[8J2) roLL states of the second kind. Disregarding

muLtipLe resonances, the roLL period in this case is

twice the wave period, i.e. the roLL motmon is brought

about by reLativeLy short waves. We shaLL show that:

1) roLL states of the second kind onLy occur if the

sweLL ampLitude exceeds a certain criticaL vaLue

depending on the damping;

2) above this criticaL vaLue, roLL motions wiLL occur

within a certain criticaL period interval;

3) the roLL ampLitude of the roLL osciLLations can

attain dangerousLy Large vaLues.

The response curves and the margin of stabiLity wiLL be

caLcuLated for this case aLso.

RoLL states of the second kind can aLso occur in a

Longi tudina L swe L L from fore or aft [11 J. As the waves

run aLong the ship they cause a periodic change in the

ship's stabiLity, giving rise to the same parameter

excitation in the equation of motion as a variation in

the ship's weight. Our resuLts for roLL states of the

second kind are thus appLicabLe mutatis mutandis to

this case aLso.

Our method of treating the essentiaLLy non-Linear

roLL equations for a ship is based on physicaL con-

siderations. For instance, we shaLL not be concerned

with the exact shape of the waves but wiLL rather

characterize them generally by their ampLitude and

period, prescribing the wave shape ~therwise in order
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to achieve mathematicaL simpLification. This Leads to

wave profiLes which for Larger ampLitudes are no Longer

sinusoidaL or, say, trochoidaL, for which, however, exact

soLutions of the equations of motion can be obt8ined.

Our approach enabLes the roLL states of the first and

second kind to be reduced to the free, undamped osciLLa-

tion of a ship in caLm water. For the corresponding fun-

damentaL functions - the period and the phase integraL -

good approximate formuLas are derived. By way of exampLe

the generaL theoreticaL caLcuLations are appLied to two

ships with different righting-arm curves.



2. The Equation of Motion

The roll motion of a ship in a transverse swell is

described by the differential equation

J/.
Li

-1- w(Ts)' r + ftrß{tjopoh (Cf) =: 0 ( 1)

The following comments are necessary regarding the

derivation and the notation employed. (See fig. 1):

The wave length 2 of the swell is assumed large in

comparison to the ship's breadth B, at least.

:L > ~Bo (2)

In this case the ship participates in the orbital

motion of the water and rolls with constant displace-

ment. Apart from the gravitational force, a centrifugal

force of magnitude 102 then acts on the ship as a re-

sult of its orbital motion (r =orbital radius,

c.J= orbitAL angular velocity). The resulting vector <{fl

(the apparent vertical) varies periodically in magnitude

and direction. The static equilibrium position of the

ship thus has a variable angle relative to the horizon-

tal. In a trochoidal wave the amplitude ~~ 1 ~~(O)

the effective wave steepness, is given by ,

~ ~ = 1 (JZ
= '2/[ r

.
(3)

3 :l

If condition (2) is satisfied, the rightin~ arm h(~)

corresponding to an angle of heel ~ rehative to the

position of static equilibrium is the same .as in calm

water. Because of the variation of the apparent vertical,

the ship's weight has the variable value

Prt) = {t+ j3(tjJ.p (4)

4
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P(0 is positive in the wave trough and negative on
the erest.

In a sinusoidaL sweLL

(5a)

(the sign depends on the direetion of propogation) and

(5b)

so that for a standard wave (2 r /~ = 1/20):.

/~/ = //3/ = :; ~ ~1S7. (6)

The angLe of roLL reLative to the horizontaL is

rfi) - Cf(t) +~(t).
(7)

We shaL L assume that the totaL moment of inertia J J')
I)f

of the'ship is eonstant. The hydrodynamie eomponent ean

be taken as independent of frequeney if the wave gene-

rated by the ship's motion satisfies eondition (2).

The damping is as yet not suffieientLy weLL known to

b~deseribed aeeurateLy by an anaLytieaL expression.
.

It depends in a hydrodynamieaLLy eompLieated manner on

the geometry of the ship, the position of the eentre

of gravity, the roLL period and the momentary angLe

and anguLar veLoeity of roLL, among other faetors. In

the foLLowing we shaLL assume it to be proportionaL to

the anguLar veLoeity ~ reLative to the water surfaee

and take into aeeount otherwise onLy the dependeney

on the roLL period Ts'
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lunct10na :co'

/

. 1. fb.
'fateT.
As ~ "basifi for the lürced ro LL os ci ll.ations to be

ana~y~ed Later we con3ider first the undGmped roll

oscillation in calm water. Setting

in Calm

(8)
r=O

:1nd writing _.~ Ü)__f.ür the functions r;;fL) and

rt~ which are inden~icaL in this case, the

9~uat1on of motion becomes

J'·
rfl

f p. h(If~) = 0 (9)

Aa tbe damp1ns 18 ~e~o, the 3um of the kinetic and

potent1et. e,nofrg1eet 18 conatant:

(10)

'U (If') =- P/:'If)' a'f)

'U'4') -U(t'r}) 'Ufo) = 0
( 11)

w. nQ. 1ntrodnce t~r~e fundamentaL functions of

the a~plitu~'Q which wiLL LE,\ter aLso pLay an im- .

portant ro'~ i~ the analysis of the forced oscilla-

tions in a sWel~:

a) the rQtj p0riod,

b) th~ p~ase integraL and, resuLting from this,

c) th~ ~ean vaLue of the kinetic energy.
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a) From (10) the time differential of.the free osciLLation
-Jft"

(t)

(12)

giving the improper integraL

(13)

for the roLL period in caLm water.

The integraL (15) which is of fundamental importance

for the dynamical behavior of the shiPt can be expressed

in a cLosed anaLyticaL form onLy in a few speciaL caseso

For instance, if the righting-arm curve is sinusoidaL

or a cubic parabols, it is weLL known that the ampLitude

function

(14 )

where

t
-, 7'

7;(0) = p. Hou
. (15)
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a) '''0''. (10) tt1&e ti'ltif ditf~l"'!!ntiaL of the free ase i LLation
lpfllt) -

(12)

giving the improper integral

dlf

(U(if) - U{f)'

(13)

o

to~ tht ro~' periö41ft e~L. w~t~r.

ftae Sate...' (1') "h1ch ts .~ t~t1c1.tnentaLimportance

t.. the ~.aL 'ehaY1or ot the ebip, enn be .expressed

tu a el~ ...~,tic.L fO~. On~f tn ~ t~w speciaL cases.

Per bataao8. tt th. 1'1g.ht1ng""o.I'UIO\U'V' ie 6inusoitl.aL

er . o"'bio ,.rabO"., t.t 1e w.~l 'CPC)wnthat th~ ampLitude

tunotton

(14 )

wh~r"f)

(15 )
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is the roll periQd for small amplitudes, can be expressed

in terms of the complete elliptic integral

(1 6)

For

,;

hI ) - h
,7[ . (j/

LCjL - -l17ox' /.Y1/Y2

IfR
(17 )

n---I ( - )
2

K[,
If'. =;. 7r j

(18 )

and for ( 1 9)
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The numericat or planimetrical evaLuation of (13)

generally meets with some difficulty as the integrand

is singular at lf' ::;: Cf The difficulty can be avoided
by trpnsforming to the parameter ~

representing the oscillation is then represented by a

poi,nt moving non-uniformly but periodical ly round a

circle at the angular velocity

.

0(=+

EQuation (13) then transforms to the following equation

for the amplitude function (14):

o

where expression (15) has been substituted.for the roll

period at small amplitudes. The.integrand

~p. /1oG .(iji- Cfo;

11 (ij) - 7A (l/Io)

(21)

(22)

(24)

(25)
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remains finite within the entire range of integration.

The valu~s at the lower upper limits of integration are

w(~(jj) =
(26 )

respeetively.

)s the differential eoeffieient quotient

clw _
cl~

dw
d1/'0

(27)

vaniahes at the points /fo= 0 and c<..~ /[/z

the values are extrema. 1f the eurvature of the righting-

arm eurve ie of eonstant sign, the funetion ~ is monotonie

in the range of integration and the values (26) are ab-

solute e~trema. The ratio

? U (tj)

lf' p. h (/ff

.
(28)w(<j; /f)' _

11./(0, Cf}'

is shown in fig. 2 for a sinusoidaL righting-arm eurve

and a Iurther empirieal eurve representing a ship with

ini tif1L Ly inereasing stiffness. Cf(If)is seen tobe

within 20% of unity for a eonsiderable range of rolL

ampLitudes. The integrand (25) i~ thus Limited to a re-

LativeLy smaLl interval for moderate ampLitudes, so that

the integral (24) ecn be easiLy evaLuated numerieaLLy
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o. '" " u.. ...,. rlab:ttl'ts-u'm curves wi th curva-
tu,.. of ~"'t 8&Ia tbe'8ri~metic ~ean of the two

eat~ cen..."? ,1vet a sat1sfactory approximation
for ~~4orata '~plitQtee.3'

The roll porlQd i~ calm water can thus be approximated

by the algebraic expression

1r-1%6 '~
z

+
1.{{~)

(29)

i,t. 'J D88hO ~r 1be rnti~ cf the Area under the initial

tarac.ftt ot tIMt ~1~ting...arm curve to the area under the
cOft. "e...t C-O'tJi'ebtt tteneen the angles 0 and r )
aD"', tbI watto ot t~ or4tnates Of the tangent and thecm. .. .. wl... f' .

". !I8~L' 08eiL'OIra=e ., ..~10~ amplitudes'are
Sb... 18 ,... Ja toe "e 8bi, w1th $ sinu80idal righting-

.. 08198 Iatsa.." tO. tn. a'-ip with initially in-

OI~t8I ~.. ~ a.peodeace Gf tpe natural period

0."_' ..,.. 88Itttale!a aiyen by the curve passing
tkJOOP' ,.. 8Df.aa.

b) '11. 110 pb... tQt~gra"

(30)
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whieh is equal to unity for a Linear righting-arm eurve,

ean easily 'be evaluated by pLanimetration.,_Th~f(w-_

eurves eorresponding to the ship types of fig. 3a and 3b

are showq in fig. 4. It is aLso possibLe to approximate

the phase integraL by an aLgebraie expression. With the

substitution (21), integraL (30) transforms to

:tiI
(31)

o

where ~ is given by (22)~

The extrema of :x.(c;()at the va Lues C(.=0J
/[/2

I
1l: e-tc.

are thus

~(o) - d.-(1l) = d.-(2'lr) =
Jurlf)
""1 -2-'y;

(32)

1
9,
(
Cf)

with
9-

(lp) as in (28).
.',F

For righting-arm eurves with eurvatures of eonst~nt sign,

~(Q) is monotonie and ean be approximated by
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From (31) we thus obtain the aLgebraic expression

(34)

which is plotted in fig. 4.

c) We consider finaLly the normed mean value of the

kinetic energy

~(r)
/'

(
-
)
= 2

)

/ ~1 7L( l/-'oL)

dt~ 0 lV -
T; (Y;)

.

~l
-

'U(r)}'

o

(35)

which wiLL be used frequently in the following. It depends

in general on the ampLitude and the righting-arm curve. The

expression is normed to equaL unity for restoring moments

proportional to the roLL angLe. For ships with increasing

stiffness, 10 (fJ is greater than one, as Lower veloci-

ties occur for s40rter times. For decreasing stiffness)

Qo(~) is smaller- than one and approaches zero as the am-
pLitude approaches the stabiLity Limit. The upper Limit

for" ~/yJ is two, corresponding to a body which can move

freely within a cert~in interval and is abruptLy refLected

at the ends. This case is, of course, not reaLizaßle in

practice for ships, and we can take as the upper limit

approximate ly rzmax ==4,S.
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Thus

1,0 for decreasing stiffness

1,5 for increasing stiffness

The 7/ lf) -curves
shown in fig. 5.

metered vaLues of

using the identy

for the two ships described above are

The curves were obtained from the pLani-

1 (lf) and 1; (r) as in fig. 3a and 3b

(42)

which can easiLy be deduced from the energy. equation (10).

For ships with monotonicaLLy increasing or decreasing

stiffness we can use the approximations (34) and (29) for

f (ij) and T-(9) respectiveLy obtaining

(43)

The approximate vaLues caLcuLated from this expression

are plotted in fig. 5.
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4. The Steady Roll States in a Transverse SweLL.

We confine our considerations to the steady roLL states

of period Ts' for which

(44)

MuLtipLying the equation of motion (1) with ~(0 and

t{~ respectiveLy and integrating over the roLL period
we obtain, using (7)

(45)

(46)

From these equations certain generaL time-reLations between

the excitation and the osciLLation can be deduced.
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a) ReLations between wave and ship periods.

The seeond integraL in equation (45) represents the energy

dissipated by the damping; it is aLways positive. The re-

maining integraLs in the equation must therefore be nega-

tive, singLy or in the sum, to yieLd the neeessary energy

suppLy. The seeond integraL in equation (46) vanishes if tfV
satisfies equation (9) deseribing the free undamped oseiLLa-

tion in eaLm water or, in other words, if the ship roLLs

with its naturaL period. This integraL is thus a measure

of the detuning brought about by the remaining two inte-

graLs, whieh eause the ship to roLL with a different period

T . If we now Let T be the period of the sweLL and n
4 .~

ss w
the period of a higher harmonie of the (generally non-

sinusoidaL) oseiLLogram, the first integraLs in equation

(45) and (46) wiLL then be unequal to zero onLy if

i.'17 =I
-11--,5- --w }

(47)

On the other hand, the third integraLs in (45) and (46)

wiLL be different from zero onLy if

(48)

The eonditions (47) and (48) ean be satisfied by an

infinite number of vaLues n and n': In the foLLowing, j

however, we shaLL eonfine our attention to the two eases

n - 1 or n' = 1, disregarding the possibiLity of muLtipLe

resonanees. This gives the mutuaLLy exeLusive eonditions

=T w 0r (49) (50)
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b) Phase decomposition.

From equations (45) and (46) we can also determine the

relative phases of the ship and wave motions. The mul-

tipliers ftr) and f(t) are 900 out of phase, as

The exciting moment can similarly be decomposed intotwo

terms which are 900 out of phase:

(51)

We define

tributing

For these

as the active excitation the components con-

solely to the energy supply integrals in (45).

components then

_75

(
1'lf' dt = C .

J
r>
v

(52)

Conversely, the components

detuning integrals in (46)

excitation. For these

contributing solely to the

will be termed the reactive

'f,

I
C1 .

~J
I C1/T

.

r
.

Li
[ = )

..

...J

C

(53)

v
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With condition (49) and (46) simpLify to

Il

f
ß', ~~ + ~v'tTs').

ij- i1
.dt ~

0)

o

(54)

(55)

The condition (50), on the other hand, Leads to

r~

f
[Wr7;). ~2

+
fGa

. p. h(tf.:j-

rz
. fit ~

01
(56 )

o

T~

f~" 7(k*i(4>AJ-ph('/1:fl 'fc. .elf ~ O. (57)

c

..
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c) Two kinds of roLL states.

In a transverse sweLL we can thus distinguish between two

kinds of ro L L motionsJ i..f1(t) Ci/Yld
'f2

(t).

The roLL states of the first kind are generated by the

periodic horizontaLacceLeration --tfz fi) = ';/)0).
ft

accompanying the sweLL; they have the same period as the

sweLL. - The roLL states of the second kind are generated

by the periodic verticaL acceLeration »,..,-{t) = t3fi)'[f

due to the sweLL and have aperiod equaL to twice the sweLL

period. In the first case the condition (2) is weLL satis-

fied. According to Kempf [sJ the ro LL number

( 58)

in generaL

is not Less than eight, so that for roLL states of the

first kind

2 > 1cB. (59)

For roLL states of the second kind, condition (2) requires

R 7' 10 . (60)

We shaLL therefore have to excLude very stiff ships from

our considerations of this case.5)
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5. The RoLL States of the First Kind, T = T .s w

For roLL states of the first kind, the periodic verticaL

acceLeration f(0'~ yieLds np contribution to equations
(45) and (46) and is thus onLy of secondary physicaL im-

portance. We shaLL therefore set
.

P{~= 0 for the
first and investigate the infLuence of the verticaL

acceLeration afterwards. The equation of motion now bBcomes

(61 )

which by phase decompsBition according to (51) reduces

the two equations

(62)

(63)

each of which contains onLy components of the same

phase. The moment ~(~ contributes to neither the

excitation nor the detuning of the ship, as from (54)

and (55)

f
~1 ' Y1' dt ~ 0

o

r.S

f
N'~ 'dt~ O.
1 r1 .

)

o

(64) (65)
.
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N~(Dis a combination of higher harmonics which can still

be disposed of within certain limits.

We now consider the swell to be characterized by its

Period T and steepness 'l.Ch . Yle shal l not take thew
exact sh~pe of the wave profile into account but rafufuer

prescribe the wave-slope function ~~(Oin such a manner

that ~(~ vanishes, thus enabling easy integration of

equations (62) and (63).

a) The roll amplitudes.

If we integrade (62) twice under the side condition

J
,c.;,(t) . d t ~ C

o
we obtain the active excitation

(66)

J..

L

(67)

Introducing the form factor

(68)

+
-

~

;~(o) = Cj ~ \ f7;)= f.~

the amplitude for the

and 3b)

(F (Fis plotted in fig. 6 over

oscillograms given in figs. 3a
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The ampLitudes of the active excitation becomes

where

Y; . '"../(7;)

2tr J'

As can be seen from fig. 6, F can practicaLLy be taken

equaL to one - at Least untiL more precise information

is avaiLabLe on the damping D. ExampLes of D are shown

in figs. 7 and 8.

To determine the reactive excitation we now make

the assumption that its osciLLogram is simiLar in shape

to the roLL osciLLogram <I1{t.)

~~f.l J"-..y- L =

Equation (63) then yieLds the differentiaL equation

which is the same as (9) except for the change

moment of inertia. The detuning factor reLative

naturaL roLL period in caLm water is thus

in the

to the.

r- _ --,

'-

,

1+ '1/ r

V' y=

(70)

(71)

(72)

(73)

.
I
L.

(74)
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The faetor ean be greater or smaller than one,

on the phase angle between ~(t) and i.ft(f)

amplitude of the reaetive exeitation we find Ts= Tw

depending

For the

(75)

so that

(76)

b) The wave profile.

From equation (67) and (76) we ean now determine the wave

profile eorresponding to the exaet solutions found above.

The oseillogram of the reaetive exeitation eomponent is the

same as the undamped roll oseillogram in ealm water, apart

from the seale faetor (74). From (46) it ean be shown that

this eomponent dominates outside the resonanee interva.L.

The amplitude here, however, is small, so that there is on-

ly a relatively small eontribution from the higher harmo-

nies. The aetive exeitation eomponent, on the other hand,

is the integral of ~o{0 so that here the nth harmonie is

redueed by a fpetor 1/n. However, the getive exeitation be-

eomes important near the resonanee point where the larger

roll amplitudes entail a larger proportion of high er har-

monies (figs. 3a and3b).
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The wave profiLe itseLf is finaLLy obtained by integrating
'11/

)the wave sLope ~ Lc ~ which further reduces the higher
harnomic contribution. Outside the resonance interval the

profiLe is approximateLy equaL to the integraL of the basic

osciLLogram ~Q.i; for smaLL ampLitudes, whereas near the

resonance peak it is approximateLy equaL to the second

integraL oi the basic osciLLogram for Large ampLitudes.

The difference between a sinusoidaL profiLe and the pro-

fiLe obtained in our case is thus acceptabLe, in view of

the inherent difficuLty of defining the profiLe of an

actuaL sweLL at sea.

c) The reSTIonse curves.

Having determined the fundamen ta L function T:. /rf) =- .2 1r/\::j.J
it is now a simpLe mat~er to evaLuate graphicaLLy the

response curves lf(C{..2,1Y') , i.e. the roLL ampLitude y;

as a function of the sqnare of the exciting frequency Cv = .<'il/rw )

with the effective wave steepness ~~ as a parameter. If the

ske Leton curve <f iQ~ is plotted in the (~"'IljI)-pLa~, the

va Lue c.v2. corresponding to a pair of va Lue s ::r 1 "'1-v-)

can be obtained by projectiAn, using

f - /J
f-f-)i"j;(jI

(77)

(which is identicaL with (75) ).

If the ampLitude oi the reactive excitation is known we
~

can thus construct as many points "-,.r on the response

curve as required. The method is iLLustrated in region ~
of fig. 9.

}

In the ideaLized case of a ship wi thout dampingJ
- r.

equaLs .:tJ1 . The signs correspond to .thetwo possibLe
, . .

phase angLes between tt1(t) and ,,-,;/t} and must both be
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considered. In this case the response curves can be

constructed immediateLy and are plotted in figs. 10 a

and 10 b for the fundamentaL functions shown in figs.

3a and 3b.

In the generaL case of finite damping the reactive ex-

citation has first to be determined. If the osciLLograms

~o,~{t) and l1t-tt) are sinusoidaL,

- Z I
10/1
V6t (7S)

In appLying this reLation to the generaL case ofnon-

sinusoidaL osciLLograms, an appreciabLe error arises

onLy if both ampLitudes are of comparabLe magnitude. This

is neither the case xLose to the resonance peak, where

the active excitation dominates, nor furfuher away, from

it where the reverse is the case. We shaLL accept this

smaLL error in .the foLLowing in orderto faciLitate the

represeLtation of the response curves.

The curves caLcuLated using (7S) are shown in figs. 11a

and 11b with D(Ts) = 0,2 and F(q) = 1. The reactive

excitation ampLitudes were determined as mown in region

CD of fig. 9. For constant D and F = 1, equation (70)

becomes

= ]) .
(J/

.
'Y-,

-'

(79)

In the resönance case therefore

- (so)
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so that (78) becomes

(81 )

The Length J:;/D for a given roLL ampLitude \.f/L.
'tt0,

is obtained from the quarter circLe of radius ~~ =~I-D
. (fig.9 - the radius can aLso be Larger than 'f1<) by
Pythagoras (shaded triangle). The reactive excitation

ampLitudes themseLves can then be obtained from the two

straight Lines of sLope + D : 1.

The response curves for the roLL states of the first

kind can be obtained anaLyticaLLy from (70), (75) and (78):

(82a)

or, in terms of the anguLar frequencies 6)

(82b)
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d) Stable roll states.

The roll states derived above all satisfy the equation

of motion (1). It remains to be investigated, however,

if they can also be realized physically. This question

is of particular interest in view of the existance of

multiple-valued regions of the response curves.

If we confine our attention to steady roll states, the

question of general dynamic stability cannot be immediate-

ly answered. We shall therefore formulate astability

criterion which is applicable to our response curves

derived..for the steady roll states as follows:

We shall regard a roll state as stable if for a given

period an increment in the magnitude of the exciting

amplitude leads to an increment of the same sign'in

the magnitude of the oscilla~tQn amplitude. Analytically,

(83)

If we now consider the response curve tangent for con-

stant D,

d"CfJ

2..

7)wz

2.1f'
8~ 7..

-
lf

.])0 (ij/.I

C. Cu 'f

(84b)-
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we find that in both cases for stable roll states

(C>o) the ~angent is positive to the left of the

skeleton curve and negative to the right. The tangents

become infinite on the boundary curve separating tfue

stable and unstable regions for which C = O. From the

amplitude relation (82b) and with F = 1 the limiting

curve of the stability domain can be obtained in form of

the equation

(85)

From this equation the boundary curve can easily be

constructed. Negle~ting the damping for the first, we

obtain the two solutions (the bracket-terms in (85)

being zero):

(86)

The first solution is the skeleton curve; the second

is related to this curve by the equation

(87)
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In the conmtruction of the limiting curve V,/ (Cf)
, as

shown in fig. 12, each point of the skeleton curve has

been simply trans lated laterally by the subtangent length

s = Ilf' dvi ;<F) / . Introducing 1/,/(V) from (87) equation

(85) becomes

For D = 0, C is negative in the region between the two

limiting curves found above, so that this region is un-

stabLe. For finite damping, the unstable region mscomes

smaLler, as can be seen from (88). To construct the limi-

ting curve L in the case of finite damping we rewrite (88)

in the form

and appLy the second Law. The damping function ~(w) can

be arbi trary. If 02.J)(w) is drawn be Low the et/"-axis, the

abscissae ~~)w: of the limiting curve for a given ~
are obtained as the intercepts of the curve with the

semicircle drawn beLow the 02-axis through the points

)J,/lii)
1
v/(y;) on the axis. The diameter of the semicirc Le ist

intersected norma L Ly in the points 0/ and CV2.Zby asecant

of half length01..])((;)), giving equation (89). The method
is ilLustrated in fig. 12 for constant D = 0,2. The
shaded regions of instability in ~igs. 10a - llb were

determined in this way.

-29-
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e) ProbabLe roll states.

Having determined which regions of the response curves

correspond to physicaLLy reaLizabLe states, the question

arises which of the different possibLe states for a given

period wiLL actuaLly occur in practice. This is a sta-

tisticaL problem, depending on the initial condition of,

the ship and the random moments which couLd bring about

a transition from one state to another. These effects

Lie beyond the scope of our considerations, which are

confined onLy to steady roll states. However, the foLLowing

two comments may serve for a general orientation: Firstly,

we shall expect roLL states of Larger amplitude to be less

probable than those of smaLler amplitude, as their higher

energy content has to be imparted to the ship initiaLLy.

Secondly, in experiments with a navipenduLum correspon-

ding to a sinusoidal righting-arm curve, the author always

found that the higher energy rolLs$&ates could be reaLized

only with great care, very small disturbance sufficing

to cause transition to the lower-energy state. The phe-

nomenon became more marked the higher the energy of the

state. Energy considerations and experiment thus suggest

a greater probability for the rolL states of smalLer

amplitude. The random disturbances which in practice

are always superimposed on the sweLL wilL seLdom give

the ship just the impulse required for transition to the

higher energy state, though they wiLL generally be strong

enough to disturb this st~ on account of its smalLer

stabiLity.

f) The infLuence of the verticaL acceLeration.

The rolL states of the first kind as derived above wiLL

be sLightLy modified by the periodicaL verticaL acceLera-

tion which we ha~e so far negLected. To obtain an estimate

-30-
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of this infLuence we substitute the variabLe factor

1 + ß (t) in the restoring moment (see equation (1) )

by a suitabLe mean vaLue 1 ~ EijJ during th1kppro-

piate semicyc Le (0 <- [, <. 1, - the sign is positive in

the wave trough and negative on the crest). It is then

seen immediateLy that the time required for a semi-

cycLe is reduced in the wave trough and increased on

the wave crest by the verticaL acceLeration. The total\

period, however, remains the same, as for roll states

of the first kind
Ts .

[13
.h(\I.,) Cf

. dt ~ 0

o
i.e. the detuning equation (46) remains unchanged.

(gO)

A further resuLt due to the vertical acceLeration is

an uns~mmetry of the osciLLation. This is particuLarly

marked in the resonance case ~ = O. The roLL oscilLo-

gram ~1(t) here Lags a quarter of aperiod behind the

wave stope v0>(t) =~(t) (equation (67) ). On a wave crest.

the ship therefore has a maximum angLe of roLL, the

direction bei~e Latest wave sLope, i.e. to Lee; in

a trough the ship has its maximum windward roLL angLe.

Outside of the resonance intervals the maximum roLL

angLes occur earLier or Lat~r. As the restoring moment

is smaLler on the crest tha~the trough, the lee roLL

angLe wiLL be greater than the windward roLL angle. This

results in a mean heel to Lee ~_ of the roLL osciLLogram

(g1 )

-31-
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To estimate the magnitude of_ ~_ we equate the potential
energies of the two extreme positions:

Expanding U in powers of ~_ and making use of the sym-

metry of U we obtain in the first approximation:

and thus fina LLy

I \f-I
~

I \F !

where q ( lf) is the function defined in (28) and plotted

in fig. 2. The finite mean heel ang~~ does not invaLidate

our original approach, as t- has no infLuence on the

anguLar acceleration. However, we must emphasize subse-

quent Ly tha t' the amp Lituden ~ shou ld be taken as the

amp Litude of '-jIA./(t) .

(92 )

(93 )

(94 )
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6. The ~oLL States of the Second Kind, T = 2 T .s w

In the roll states of the second kind the periodic

variation of the apparent vertical,-$'{t) yie lds

no contribution to equations (45) and (46). We shalL

therefore set

for the first and consider the influence of the

variation in the apparent vertical later. The

eauation of motion then becomes

which can be decomposed again into the two equations

containing only components of the same phase. The

moment f0.(t) again has no influence on the exci-

tation or detuning of the ship as from (56) and (57)

o

(99) (100)

(95)

(96)

(97)

(98)
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f~U) is a combination of higher harmonics which

can be disposed of within certain limits. It cannot

vanish identically as the terms on the Left of (97)

have different periods. It contains essentiaLLy a

component of perio_d ; Ts . We sha LL postpone the

discussion of this term untiL Later, however.

If we again disregard the preciseshape of the wave

profiLe we can prescribe the periodicaL verticaL ac-

ceLeration in a manner enabLing simpLification of

the anaLysis. We shaLL thus reLate the active and

reactive exciting moments (which must satisfy the

conditions (52) and (53) as simpLy as possibLe to

the potentiaL energy (11):

where

Y1 (t).

The activeexci tation amplitude
/3a. is aLsways
I

positive. whereas the reactive excitation ampLitude

~~ can aLso become negative depending on the phase

angLe. (30 is a constant chosen to make the mean

acceleratiDn vanish:
'T'w

f (3(I)-' rli

o

o

(101 )

(102 )

(103 )

(104 )
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. .

The equations can also be written in the form

(105 )

where

(106 )

Here
'iO

is a phase constant anß ,ti) the (non-

uniformLy) varying phase angLe. The amplitude of

the totaL excitation is given by the exact expression

( 107)

As the active excitation component (101) is symmetri-

cal it yields no contribution to the integral (104)

so that;3o depends gnly on the osci llogram of the

reactive excitation componento From (102) then

rw

= r: .1U f§l",)clt - 1

o

( 108)

1- 1[2 (~)
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where Tw can aLso be repLaced by a muLtipLe, equ. by

Ts = 2 Tw' The .function ~}-~differs from the funda-

mentaL function0o (rf) given.in equation (35) as the

osciLLogram i.fz(f) of the forced osciLLation is not the

same as the osc i L Logram tfo(t) of the free os ci LLa tion.

It wiLL be shown Later that to a first approximation

( 109)

where

a) The roLL ampLitude.

The ampLitude of the active excitation component can

be obtained by subst~tuting (101) in (97) and evaLua-

ting the integraL (99). With (11) we find

'7S

f
(110)

LfhJ--(1-U{lfz))' druJrJ2)= V/(7J)- ~z'dt)

()

.
where the root has the same sign as 11,' 1//

2 T 2

The pLot of the integrand on the Left side over ~(~)

is a eireLe of radius 1/2.As 1-1.(l/t.) compLetes two
osciLLationsin the time T the Left side of (110)s .

is equaL to A .21 (r;;). 7Z: so that the equation be-

comes

Tl. w(7]) . z

f/51[.7' /5

/1 "I' . 2.

"2
. J . Cf,,- . d t
'tf (fJ (111)

o
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The first factor is twice the dimensionless damping

coefficient of equation (71). If we allow for the

modification of the ~(i) -oscillogram by the re-

active excitation Afi) the integral can be reduced

to ~o (~defined in (35). It will pe shown later that
/ to a first approximation

7]

f
.i)I . Z

2. 2 .

lfz

T 1)1

S U (Cf).

(}

~

. dt

The amplitude of the active excitation can thus be

expressed as the product

(113)

As we have neglected the dependence of the damping

on the roll amplitude we can with thesame consequence

also neglect the dependence of the active excitation

on the amplitude. This can be further justified by the

fact that experience indicates an increase of D with

the amptitud~ (fig. 8), whereas the mean value 7o(~)

decreases .(fig. 5), the two effects thus tending to

cannaL.Within the limits of these uncertainties we

shalL thus use the simplified formuLa

(114)
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In eontrast to the roll states of the first kind, where

the aetive exeitation was essentially proportinal to

the roll amplitude the aetive exeitation in this ease

is praetieally independent of the roll amplitude.

This means that roll oseillations of the seeond kind

ean -be generated onLy,if the sweLl exeeeds .the critieal

vaLue

(1115)

The ampLitude of the reaetive exeitation is then deter-

minid by (107), and is aLso praetieaLLy eonstant ~or a

gi yen swe l l strength -ß(3 .

If we substitute the reaetive exeitation (102) in (98)

and negLe«t the higher harmonie eombination Alz{0

for the first, we obtain the equation of motion for a

ship roLling in ealm water with a modified restoring

moment given by
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We can then derive the foLLowing expressions anaLogous

to equations (11) - (13); for the potentiaL heeL energy

'?i,3(0 ~ PjhfJ (<fr dIt

~ 11{t!j'{f1t-ßo)2/{I!) + f5-r1l(if/)'(1-v.{if/0J
(117)

for the totaL energy

(118)

and for the time differentiaL of the forced osciLLation ~z(t)

eit (~)

(119)

Introducing the time differentiaL for the free osciLLa-

tion ~{0 given by (12), equation (119) becomes (fig. (13) )

dt';z)
di

(

'/-o)

l/1 +/30 - A . 1A(lj/o)'

(120)
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and the period of the forced oscillation

(121)

. The detuning factor

= ir~) 'ft:~A -~~. U(Vi.f/'dt

o .

(122)

resulting from the periodic verticaL acceLeration is

thus the mean vaLue of the expression

-1/1..

j1'ß, - j3~ .7( (lf,J!

taken over the naturaL period.

The exact evaLuation of this integraL is

very difficult. We shall therefore Limit

an approximation of the first order in

is valid for aLL ~ (see aLso (108)

generally

ourseLves to

j3,-v- vvhich

) :

(123)
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The condition for absolute convergence is

(124 )

As wilL be shown Later, this Leads to the conditions

- 0.33 < 13 <. +083
I I " I for decreasing stiffness

(125)

- :160""- S""
<:.+ 068,

I "7

for increasing stiffness

With

and - see (35) -

the detuning

,..-,

l~
-=T',-)

'0 'f

(126)

v
factor then becomes approximateLy
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As Ts ~ 2 Tw we have thuB derived an implicite repre~

sentation of the response clU'ves of'the second kind.'

A transformation to the expLicit form. 9 (TW1r~~J
cannot be carried out, as the functions rJ~'(Ij) and

f~{t)/) are transcendent. However, the two branches

of the response curve corresponding to'a given reactive

excitation amplitude 1/14/' can easily be gained

from the given skeleton curve ~(fl7) using equation

(126). The results are plotted in fig. 14a and 14b for

the righting-arm curves shown and /j3y/ = 0,2.

We found that the roll period of a ship is only

slightLy detuned by the periodical verticaL accele-

ration. RoLL states of thesecond kind are thus not

possible for all swelL periods. As the response curve

rises very steppLy, however, the amplitude may become

dangerously large.

b) Stable roll states.

From (107), (114) and (126):

(127)

To determine the stabLe

we appLy our stability

stable roLL motions we

regions of the response curves

criterion of section 5d. For

then ha ve

c=- (128)
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The derivatives of the response curves lf{7; ,(3)
for a given wave strength ß = C9nst, are

9/3YP77

~ft»f/
(129 )

The response curves thus have infinite derivatives on the

limiting curve of the stability region, C = 0, and also

on the axis y; = 0. From (127) we find further for con-

stant D

d<;;

d7's

-/b -(J;;(iJ -7;)

[. f. 7;L(ifJ. foz(tF)
( 1 30 )

This yields the following rule for the response curves

of the second kind (plotted over either the period or

the frequencv): For stable roll motions the curve tangents

are positive on the left of the skeleton curve and negative

on the right. This determines the sign of /Jor :
I

f3;y- > 0 for increasing stiffness,

(131)

13", < 0
I

for decreasing stiffness.

The unstable parts of the response curves are shown dotted

in fig. 14a and 14b. In the following it will be shown that

the dotted interval on the T -axis, corresponding to the
s

trivia l so lution <f~(t) =0 of (96), for which our stabi-

lity criterion is not applicable, is also unstable.
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c) The crit{cal period intervaLo

In the Limiting case of smaLL ampLitudes

(1~2)

and

(133)

This case is particuLarLy usefuL

characteristic properties of the

second kind. NegLecting 14ft)
(HiLl) differential equation

for studying certain

rolL states of the

(98) becomes a Linear

(134 )

With

y;?

Urif)=
erz

equation" (102) then Leads to the non-Linear differentiaL

equation

(135)

c

(136)
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for the steady roll states. This is the free roll

for a ship in calm water whose righting-arm curve

cubic parabola:

equation

is a

(137)

The roll oscillogram is therefore not sinusoidal, the

difference increasing with the amplitude of the reactive

excitation. Nevertheless, the period of oscillation is

independent of the roll amplitude, as the latter is pro-

portinal to the stability limit of the righting-arm curve

(137), (i.e..to the angle \f == ljJ(R) for which the ex-
pression in rectangular brackets van~shes) - the propertio-

nality factor depending only on the reactive excitation

amplitude -

(138)

The response curves therefore run parallel to the ordi-

nate axis, so that ~ is variable independently of ß .

The resonance states of the second kind are thus indif-

ferent for small amplitudes, as the expression (128)

vanishes.

Using (133), (135) and the substitution X = t/Ij/

the roll period can be obtained from (119) as an elliptic

integral of the first kind:

T; =
7;(0)

y1 fj30
.

~

Z
r d/.

17: "J V(~-x2)(1--PX2)'

. 0

(139)
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with

( 140 )

The excitation can also be expressed as a function of

the parameter k2 by means of elliptic integrals. From

(140) and (108) we obtain two simultaneous'equations for

the ampLitude of the reactive excitation

(141)
,--

/1-Ilz.roj'f5r - (30 - 0

with the soLutions

( 142)

Using equations (119) and (135) and the substitution

x= !fIt/ij the mean value

r-

-s

'1/0)
~

'T'~ I
[1- U (if,

ij.
di

o -

(143)
c
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which depends on the osciLLogram shape but not on its

amplitude, can be written

l'
p. Mo6 . e+(3o)

so that from (133) and (139)

( 146)

where D is the compLete eLLiptic integraL

(145 )

With the aid of (142) we can thus determine both the

reactive excitation amplitude ß~ and the rolL
/

period (139) as functions of k20

To determine the active excitation we evaLuate the mean

vaLue of ?ß(0) defined by wquations (111) and (113).

For smaLl ampLitudes W-P 0 we find from (118), (117),

(132) and (135) wi th X = tf/z/ cp

t.- . IJ'. /1 +jJJ
p. MaG

"

4. (~{1- X'J' (1- A'XY' . dx

J
o

( 147,)
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This expression ean also be redueed to the eomplete elliptie

integrals f( and]) , sinee

"
( 148)

I 1(1-x Y(1- 42)( 1.)
,

. "dy

,
..I
o

Using (139) and (133), the expression (147) then beeomes

'\

('I - (1d1. ~) (149 )
"3

In fig. 15 the aetive exeiting amplitude /5a. - 2j)(r!s)-l(j3'J)

and the detuning faetor 7;/7/(0) are plotted over

the reaetive exeitation amplitude for eonstant D = 0,2.

From the figure we ean read off the magnitude ß and

phase
'7c

of the exeitation (or the equivalenteomponents

(1~ and jJ,.,.
) required to sustain a roll state of small

amplitude within a finite interval around the natural period

To(o).

Thefigure is also useful for explaining qualitatively the

naseent state of the roll motions of the see~nd kind and

the way in whieh the final steady state is attained. If

twiee the value of the exeiting period, 2 T , lies within
w

'"the interval determined by the are of radius ß about the

origin theship beeomes unstable as soon as the periodie

vertieal aeeeleration exeeeds the eritieal value ß erit

(whieh is praetiealLy equal to 2 D (T ) as the eurve iso
only slightly inelined to the j3~-axis). The aetive
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excitationampLitude 13'~LCI.:<?,,(J _ then exceeds the damping

vaLue l.])(Ts)'?j3(Q) and after an ini,tiaLrandom impuLse

the ship begins to rolL with the period T = 2 T . As thes w
initaL rolL ampLitude can be assumed arbitrariLy smaLL for

this argumentation, it is seen that within this critical

period interval the triviaL soLution. <jJ~/f) '70 of equation

(96) to which our criterion (128) couLd not be appLied,

represents an unstabLe roLL state of the second kind.

Using (126), the criticaL period interval determin~d by

the arc in fig. 15 can be written for smaLL /jJ~/ in

the approximate form

- 1 A

<~ 1r
(150)

'17(,\
'0

(0) .-"

Under the said conditions the rolL ampLitude increases

after an initiaL random impuLse untiL a point is reached

where the reactive excitation corresponding to the changed

natural period 7; i':;;j reduces the active excitation ampLi-

tude ,'3a =,..Vj3z_At1 to the vaLue Z])FTJ)'?ß(if) just baLan-

cing the damping. As the active excitation (113) required
. .

to balance the damping scarceLy varies with the ampLitude,

the finaL steady state is attained primariLy by detuning,

(see figs. 14a and 14b). It can readiLy be seen that the

state is stabLe as a. Larger roll ampLitude wouLd Lead

to a further detuning. This wouLd necessate a Larger reactive

excitation, which couLd onLy by yieLded by a Larger totaL

excitation - provided the damping does not decrease excessive-

Ly with increasing ampLitude. Out stabiLity criterion (128)

can thus aLso be understood from this view-point.

We have seen that roLL states of the second kind wilL

aLways occur in thecriticaLinterval (150). Outside this

interval the triviaL soLution tz (1=0 is stabLe, so thatV

a specific impuLse is necessary to bring the ship into a
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a non-triviaL ro~L state of the second kind. ALthough

alL kinds of impuLses are to be expected in a seaway,

the probability for the impuLse required is reLativeLy
. .

smaLL, as not onLy must it impart to the ship a Large

amount of energy, but it must also have just the right

magnitude and phase.

The maximum rolL amplitude lfrrcv;( which wilL occur with

Qertainty is marked in figs. 14a and 14b. As the point

representing this roLL state Lies above the Limiting

point of the criticaL -oeriod Üi.'tr;rvnL\'/hteh ts ~Ü so the

Li.uÜti.l'1g point ()f the (do:bted) inst'lbiLity curve, we ob-

tain the foLLowing equation for tf~ using (126):

(151)

In soLving the equation the sign ruLe (131) has to be ob-

served. For normaL va Lues of 0/5~1 the steady state wiLL

be attained by a reLatively small degree of detuning.

The quotient !(t'l't1~.~)()i$.~(r;;/"IJUfrV7;;i~Sthen onLy sLightLy

different from one so that it can be weLL approximated

by (29). If we further 'set (see figs 2 and 5)

(152)

~he two expressions under the.roots in (29) become

approximateLy equaL, yieLding the (somewhat crude)

approximate formuLa

(153)
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From (153) we obtain the foLLowing simpLe formuLa for the

maximum ampLitude occuring with certainty:

(154)

This expression can be easily evaLu~ted by intersecting

the righting-arm curve with the straight Line passing

through the origin whose slope is ~lf;1r) -times

the slope of the initiaL tangent R;;e.
Y'l

of the righting-

arm curve. The aLgebraic solution of (154) for

h (V) = /'106 .

<f
. (1 + CL Cf V i s

(/J ~ 1/ ,ßry-

1

h'1a.r
V
-

Cl

.(
1 55)

From (131) is follows that the solution is real.
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d) Appendiees.

I The InfLuenee of the Wave SLope ~(i) and the Higher

Harmonie Combination Nz(t) .

We eonsider finaLLy the infLuenees of the periodieaLLy

varying apparent vertieaL direetion ~(O and the

higher harmonie eombination N~(i) whieh is given by

(97), (101) and the oseiLLog~am !f</1.) . We ean use
hereby the resuLt found above that for the maximum

ampLitude oeeuring with eertainty in roLL states of _
the seeond kind the naturaL period r;(~r~.) is 1-ir13rr)-

times the naturaL period at smaLL ampLitudes - i.e.

the infLuenee of finite ampLitude is in praetiee onLy

of the order of a few pereent. In the eritieaL period

interval the ship ean thus be gegarded as a quasi-

Linear system. Its motion ean then be represented as

a superposition of the three soLutions '//", tc) / 'f'~ (!) If3dJ

of the differential equation (1) eorresponding to the

exeitation by~a)

a) the periodie variation of the apparent vertieaL

direetion, ~ (~)I

b) the periodie variation of the magnitude of the apparent

vertieaL veetor 3.'t."5'- }

e) the .moment ~(0 representing the differenee between

the exeiting and damping moments.

The sum of the three soLutions gained from the diffe-

rentiaL equations

..
)'

.. (y,
. I

'" "7

..,

1' li) -!-
'./', \. .

-;- :=:: h( )w s 0, ~
..,

L/ (156)

(157)

(158)

must be suffieientLy smaLL.
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Aeeording to (5b) the exeiting funetions f(i) and
tn/.1

)
. 217: y- .~ {~ have the same ampLltude ~ and perlod Tw

but are 900 out of phase. Their phase Lag reLative to

the roLL motion of the seeond kind lfz.,l) of period

T = 2 T depends on the damping and ean be determineds w
from (101). The situation is iLLustrated quaLitativeLy in

fig. 16 for the ease f3r:::O whei'e the vertieaL aeeeLe-

ration f/t) 'ft of the wave just exeeeds the eritieaL

damping vaLue 1.])(7]'
'9'

. As Ißa :1) (here ~,'3 -I) )

and .'fl
.;9- are of opposi te sign the ship wi LL be in

its position either of statie equiLibrium or of maximum

ro LL on the maximum wave sLope for yvhieh (3{iJ = {J
.

In the wave trough f3!tJ>[J the ship roLLs towards its

statie equiLibrium position and on the wave erest (3j)L.O

in the reverse direetion. In fig. 16 the sueeessive

position of the ship are to be read from Left to right., ..

~The wave is approaehing from the right and the maximum

roLL angLe I /I.fk / oeeurs on the rear sLope of the wave.

Onthis roLL motion we now superimpose

first kind ~LO of period T . In the
w

mation the differentiaL equation (156)

a motion of the

Linear approxi-

ean be written

"
\

)', I ('v 1~
/

-;- 0/(7;1. (J~ -f-JI. yt '(1/
t 71 S) Y-f . 1 71

(159)

V'1
~ 21L /Ts being substituted for the ship's naturaL

frequeney. As the exei ting frequeney 01 = 2'Jrw -= 2)/'1
.

is weLL away from the resonanee point we ean negLeet

the damping, obtaining the approximate steady soLution

(v (I) = - 4 eh J
)

74 3 1./ {t. ~
_ ( 1 60 )

The angLes
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The angLes of roLL on the rear wave sLope are thus

1-
.'1/1- 11./ -+- I '- T "1.c- 't 'Z]I

(161)

The maximum ro LLang Le (fff is direeted towards the

wave erest i.e. to Lee. From (114) the wave steppness
/1Cf1J -- lJ/ is equa L to ~J)L'7]) at the 'eritieaL damping

vaLue. From (159) we ean thus estimate the Largest roLL

angLe for simuLtaneous roLL oseiLLations of the first

and seeond kind

(162)

In the higher harmonie sombination ,~[i the

dominating term is the third harmonie

r-'""--J
2 'i[

= 3-Tl J
(163)

For the Limiting ease of a sinusoidaL oseiLLogram this

is, in faet, the onLy term. N1.
I
f) has its maximum.

vaLue N when the anguLar veLoeity ~z is a

maximum. Using (118) the ampLitude is approximateLy

(164)

for smaLL /'3ry- !
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If we now substitute

(165 )

for the ship's natural frequeney (see equ. (32) ), the

aaproximate steady solution of (158)'in whieh the damping

ean be negleetedas the exeiting frequeney (163) is well

away from the resonanee value, beeomes

(166)

The amplitude is

\IV'
rrl) . ))z

f?j'.V~
J (167)

As D(Ts) seldom exeeeds 0,2 for ships the amplitude ~3
of the higher harmonie generated by the differenee

moment N~&) is only a few pereent ofthe total

roll amplitude.
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11. Themeanvalues /}(:t.{ii),1 and I?ß(p)

We next investigate the infLuence of the reactive

excitation f3'Yfi) on the mean vaLues /{z{p) and

defined in (108) or (111) and (113) respectiveLy.

consider first the integraLs

and

( 168)

(169)

Transforming to the time differentiaL of the free roLL

osciLLation ~~(i) according to (120) we obtain

'Tb iP)

.

- -~2. - 7
. 1 0r - u(lId7 d 7-;J - ß ,Y (.1/

)/
.dt

I
'-

),,('!J

!..-

r ß ')" 'OY

)
"
v

and with (118) and (117)

(170)

(171)
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EX9:mding the :oots d4 ne!As (108) and (126) we obtain
to the first wder in. ~

and

r-

7; j; "" ;; ''f) "I
)- "ijlf.~" -

~
1- 11.,.(s'l/~) - 2[i-11 (~'§idt

(173)

i1
'

The expression invotve the mean vaLues of the function
r- . ,
-'f~ Z

>I"
, and i ts square.

'- ...J

Using equation (35) and introducing the symboL

(174)

we can write

(175)

and

(176)
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Now the mean square of a vaLue is always greater than

the square of the mean vaLue and further

_ 2

f ' ~"/1" ~
L

so that the foLLowing bounds can be given for ~

We can just as weLL write

where

The infLuence of the reactive excitation on
'l,

/
-:

and 7p{V) can thus be estimated by the formuLae

.f - r-

~z
('if) ~

f?orij) -1 f-r' 9/ti'. 2-1')0 1;; +(~
L.

and

r ~7

?~ J i' ~
'l"

-1); J 1r'
p"

iJ/-!i/J. ~)T j'

( 177)

( 178)

(179)

( 180 )

( 181)

(182 )
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I!!e~he -conver ence j.nterv of the ex

Ta determine the co,n"Vergence inteJ:'"ll'a~ of the expansion

(123) we write (181) in the form

with

The convergence condition (124) then becomes

with

The convergence interval

can thus be determined from the intersects of the famiLy

of parabolas
_Z

;11 - A .
f'Y

v

c~A4-fJ

( 183)

( 184)

( 185)

( 186)

( 187 )

( 188 )
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wi-th -the two ta:t11iLie3 of straight lin~s

(189)I
-11 1u~l J

!

~ /()~
L..

The parameter intervals of A and m foLLow from (41),
(103), and (180). The curve famiLies are shown in fig.

17. The absissae of the two points on opposite sides

of ~he y-axis which Lie nearest to the axis are the

Limiting vaL ues3, <0 and 3
11> 0 of the convergenceJ. ,

interval, as aLL 3~ lying between these Limits satisfy
condition (185). The intercepts and the corresponding

convergence intervals are shown in the figure for

7". "'-0('
= 1 an~ r?'W1M\-'= 1,5. Having determined the limi ting

values of the parameters A and m from the intercepts

nearest to the y-axis the convergence intervals were

evuated numerically:

for = (1),0(decreasing
stiffness) (190)

(190)

for = 1,5 (increasing

stiffness)
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	(61 ) 
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	We now consider the swell to be characterized by its 
	eriod T and stee 
	exact sh~pe of the wave profile into account but rafufuer 
	J ,c.;, (t) . d t ~ C 
	we obtain the active excitation 
	(66) 
	(67) 
	Introducing the form factor 
	(68) 
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	The ampLitudes of the active excitation becomes 
	where 
	To determine the reactive excitation 
	we now make 
	~~f.l 
	"-..y- L = 
	Equation (63) then yieLds the differentiaL equation 
	r- _ --, 
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	The faetor ean be greater or smaller than one, 
	(75) 
	so that 
	(76) 
	b) The wave profile. 
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	c) The reSTIonse curves. 
	(77) 
	(which is identicaL with (75) ). 
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	equaLs .:t J1 . The signs correspond to .the two possibLe 
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	In the resönance case 
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	so that (78) becomes 
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	The Length J:;/D for a given roLL ampLitude \.f/L. 'tt0, 
	(82a) 
	or, 
	in terms of the anguLar frequencies 6) 
	(82b) 
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	d) Stable roll states. 
	(83) 
	2.1f' 8~ 7.. 
	(84b) 
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	we find that in both cases for stable roll states 
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	and appLy the second Law. The damping function ~(w) can 
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	e) ProbabLe roll states. 
	f) The infLuence of the verticaL acceLeration. 
	The rolL states of the first kind as derived above wiLL 
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	of this infLuence we substitute the variabLe factor 
	Ts . 
	i.e. the detuning equation (46) remains unchanged. 
	(gO) 
	A further resuLt due to the vertical acceLeration is 
	(g1 ) 
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	which can be decomposed again into the two equations 
	(99) (100) 
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	where 
	Y1 (t). 
	The acti veexci ta tion amplitude /3a. is aL sways 
	positive. whereas the reactive excitation ampLitude 
	f (3(I)-' rli 
	(101 ) 
	(102 ) 
	(103 ) 
	(104 ) 
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	(105 ) 
	where 
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	( 1 07) 
	= r: .1 U f§l",)clt - 1 
	( 1 08) 
	1- 1[2 (~) 
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	( 1 09) 
	where 
	a) The roLL ampLitude. 
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	s . 
	Tl. w(7]) 
	/1 "I' . 2. 
	(111) 
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	1)1 
	(} 
	. dt 
	(113) 
	As we have neglected the dependence of the damping 
	(114) 
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	for the totaL energy 
	(118) 
	and for the time differentiaL of the forced osciLLation ~z(t) 
	eit (~) 
	(119) 
	dt';z) 
	(120) 
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	and the period of the forced oscillation 
	(121) 
	. The detuning factor 
	(122) 
	taken over the naturaL period. 
	(123) 
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	The condition for absolute convergence is 
	(124 ) 
	As wilL be shown Later, this Leads to the conditions 
	for decreasing stiffness 
	(125) 
	for increasing stiffness 
	With 
	and - see (35) - 
	the detuning 
	,..-, 
	T',- 
	'0 'f 
	(126) 
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	(129 ) 
	d<;; 
	s 
	( 1 30 ) 
	This yields the following rule for the response curves 
	I 
	f3;y- > 0 
	for increasing stiffness, 
	(131) 
	for decreasing stiffness. 
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	(1~2) 
	and 
	(133) 
	(134 ) 
	With 
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	(135) 
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	Using (133), (135) and the substitution X = t/Ij/ 
	~ 
	. 0 
	(139) 
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	with 
	( 1 40 ) 
	(141) 
	with the soLutions 
	( 1 42 ) 
	'1/0) ~ 'T'~ I [1- U (if, ij. di 
	(143) c 
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	so that from (133) and (139) 
	( 1 46) 
	where D is the compLete eLLiptic integraL 
	(145 ) 
	With the aid of (142) we can thus determine both the 
	" 
	J 
	( 1 47,) 
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	( 148) 
	I 1(1-x Y(1- 42)( 1.) , . "dy 
	Using (139) and (133), the expression (147) then beeomes 
	(149 ) 
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	From (131) is follows that the solution is real. 
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	d) Appendiees. 
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	. 217: y- . 
	but are 900 out of phase. Their phase Lag reLative to 
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	74 3 1./ {t. ~ 
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	The angLes of roLL on the rear wave sLope are thus 
	- 11./ -+- 
	' 
	(161) 
	The maximum ro L Lang L e (fff is direeted towards the 
	(162) 
	2 'i[ 
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	For the Limiting ease of a sinusoidaL oseiLLogram this 
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	If we now substitute 
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	The amplitude is 
	\IV' rrl) . ))z 
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	11. Themeanvalues /}(:t.{ii),1 and I?ß(p) 
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	Using equation (35) and introducing the symboL 
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	we can write 
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	_ 2 
	so that the foLLowing bounds can be given for ~ 
	We can just as weLL write 
	where 
	.f - r- 
	L. 
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	I!!e~he -conver ence j.nterv of the ex 
	with 
	The convergence condition (124) then becomes 
	with 
	The convergence interval 
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